Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:
1.
How many provinces did King Ahashwerosh
rule over? Circle the correct choice
127

27

12

721

(1:1)

2.
What was the name of the first queen?
________________
(1:9)

3.
But Sovereigness Vashti _________________ to come at the sovereign’s
_________________ brought by his eunuchs. And the sovereign was very
_____________, and his _____________ burned within him.
(1:12)

4.
What tribe was Mordekai from?
Circle the correct choice(s)
Yehudite

Levite

Binyamite

Jebusite

5.
What was the name of the first king
who enslaved the Yehudites?
______________________________

(2:5)
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Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:

6.
What 2 names did Mordekai’s cousin go by?
_________________________ and _________________________
(2:7)

7.
And Ester found favor in the eyes of all
who saw her
T / F

8.
Which 2 of the king’s eunuchs plotted against
him?
Circle the correct choices

(2:15)

Bigthan

Karshena
Harbona

Memukan
Teresh

(2:21)

9.
Who did King Ahashwerosh promote over
all the other princes?
______________
What nation was he from?
________________
(3:1)
10.

And all the sovereign’s servants who were in the sovereign’s gate
__________ and did _______________ to Haman, for so the
sovereign had commanded concerning him. But Mordekai would NOT
_________ or do ________________.
(3:2)
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Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:

11.
What is the Hebrew word for lot?
________
(3:7)

12.
How many silver talents did Haman pledge to give
into the treasury to take care of those who were
going to destroy the Yehudim?
Circle the correct choice
1 million

10,000

100,000

(3:9)
13.
Write down the day, month and month name for
when this was going to take place
________________ day of the ________ month
which is the month of ___________
(3:13)

14.
And Mordekai commanded them to answer Ester, “Do NOT ________ within
yourself to __________ in the sovereign’s palace any more than all the other
Yehudim. For if you keep entirely ________ at this time, __________ and
___________________ shall arise for the Yehudim from another place, while
you and your father’s house ____________.”
______________________________________________________
__________________________________________?
(4:13-14)
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Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:

15.
How many days did Ester ask the Yehudim in the palace
to fast with her and her young women?
Circle the correct choice
1 week

1 day

3 days

(4:16)
16.
Haman’s wife Zeresh told him to make a
stake 50 cubits high
T / F
(7:14)

17.
What did Haman suggest to King
Ahashwerosh be done to the man in which the
king delighted to value?
Circle the correct choices
royal robe

spa day

special feast

ride on horse with royal crest
(6:7-8)

18.
After Haman was hung and Mordekai replaced him,
what items did Mordekai receive?
Circle the correct choices
signet ring
gold crown

Haman’s house

royal garments of blue and white

royal stallion

fine linen and purple garment
(8:2, 15)

20.
What are some customs that we can do on this
feast?
_________________________________

*BONUS
What are these days called?

___________________________________

____________________

(9:22)
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